
We found that the data collected by Dr Frost is extremely valuable. If we set learners 
homework and assessments over the year on a broad range of topics, it is easy for 
teachers to set targets. Learners can also set targets for themselves. By the time 
learners come to revise for final exams, there will be a wealth of data to identify gaps 
in knowledge and target revision. This will give us a detailed picture of your learners 
and can be especially valuable for learners who do not gain a grade 4 in their first 
year at college.  

Progress by topic 

Each question a learner answers is attached to either an exam skill or a key skill. 
When a learner answers a question their performance within that skill is recorded. It 
is possible to look all the skills completed by learners using the ‘progress by topic 
feature’ and identify areas for improvement. In the image below you can see a 
selection of exam topic areas for a learner. You can see that some areas for 
improvement are solving worded problems, with only 2 questions correct out of 4, 
and multiplying decimal numbers, with 2 questions answered correctly.  Learners are 
also able to access this information to see their own weaknesses. When a learner 
clicks on one of their weaker topics on the left they see all questions they have 
answered on that topic to see where they may have gone wrong. They then have the 
option to watch a tutorial video and have a go at more practise questions to improve 
their score for that skill. 





For a teacher in FE I would recommend using DFM to gather data on learners over 
the course of the year by assessing exam skills/ key skills topics for GCSE and 
Functional skills learners. You can do this by creating your own worksheets, using 
topic tests or the key skills platform. This will allow you to identify gaps in knowledge 
for each learner and plan feedback and intervention accordingly.  

Here are different ways I would recommend implementing Dr Frost and our 
experiences as a college: 

Classwork or homework 

If your institution has the technology available or the learners have suitable phones 
you can use Dr Frost as classwork with making working out optional. We found that 
some learners have devices that are dated and therefore struggle with screen size/ 
processing power when answering questions, especially when showing working out. 
Going forward we will be making working out on Dr Frost optional and give learners 
the option to do this on paper. We will be purchasing a set of tablets that learners 
will be able to borrow for self-study and homework should their device not be 
suitable. The Dr Frost live game is a fun way to gather data from a sessions and 
creates a competitive element, think Kahoot but with a maths worksheet.  

We found it can be easy to overwhelm learners with Dr Frost exercises, especially 
when target setting so I recommended that only a few tasks are set and are 
completed before setting new ones.  

The feedback feature on DFM can be very useful for creating a dialogue between 
teacher and learner. Worked solutions on Dr Frost come in the form of a mark 
scheme. Learners can find this hard to decipher and would prefer worked solutions. 
This has led some learners to turn to the maths Genie website for worked examples. 
Modelling answers is recommended for class or individual feedback.  



 

Online learning  

If we find ourselves teaching remotely again due to the pandemic or if you teach 
online I cannot recommend Dr Frost enough. If is fantastic for checking engagement, 
common errors and very useful for giving individual or group feedback and question 
modelling whilst still allowing other learners to continue. Each question being 
answered has a link to the whiteboard feature, where that question will appear, you 
can share the link and direct a learner there for modelling an answer using a range of 
drawing and writing tools. 

Assessment   

With the exception of AQA reforms you have the full choice of past exam papers for 
learners to practise or to assess them. Using a past exam paper is a great way to 
test a variety of skills and therefore gather a wealth of information to identify topics 
for improvement. You can of course edit past papers or create your own 
assessment.  

Another advantage of Dr Frost has been the potential to be paperless. However, the 
lack of AQA questions has meant that going forward for us, past paper assessments 
will have to be done on paper. It will still serve to cut down on the use of paper for 
homework and self-study. 

Catch up or intervention   

We have found that the ‘progress by topic’ feature is valuable to ‘catch up’ or 
intervention teachers. It allows for them to identify areas for improvement for a 
specific learner or small group and plan an intervention lesson. 

Self-study   

By creating a course on Dr Frost you give learners a place to see what skills have 
been covered in a lesson/half term and allow them to practice in their own time. You 
group the skills covered in a term together and create a place for learners to access 
practice questions and videos easily. Using courses, it makes it far easier for the 
learner to look for the topics they need to practise. This is especially good for your 
more independent learners and adults.  



 

The ‘progress by topic’ feature should also be shown to learners so that they can 
identify their own weakness and write down the topics as targets.  

Another great feature of Dr Frost is the ‘clean up’ option. This gives a learner 4 
questions that they recently got wrong, with the option to watch a video on each 
topic. This encourages learners to spend a small amount time working on gaps. We 
are exploring the idea of working with vocational members of staff to encourage 
learners to try doing this in tutorial if appropriate.  

We found learners liked being able to set their own targets using Dr Frost and were 
empowered to be able to see their weaker topics. This gave them more direction and 
made what can be an overwhelming GCSE syllabus less daunting. Some learners 
were not keen on some resources on Dr Frost so after identifying the topics for 
improvement they would use alternative websites to watch videos and try practice 
questions.  

Other members of staff have observed that it is their more independent learners 
have made the most out of Dr Frost. A challenge for next year will be to show all 
learners the value of knowing gaps and being able to set targets.  



 

Recognition  

This year we have found that learners like to be recognised for any self-study or 
homework they do. Using the activity log which is defaulted to the left of you 
homepage on DFM you can see when learners complete a task. Sending a message 
or email to give learners a pat on the back is effective encouragement. A visible 
monthly leader board (learners gain points for each correct answer) is another way  

 


